What does student success mean? What does it look like? How is it measured? These are the types of questions where if you ask 10 people you will get 10 different answers. Student success may mean something entirely different from one student to the next. Student success may mean one thing to the individual professor and another to data collectors or the NM State Higher Education department or in regards to the Financial Aid requirements.

Within the college itself student success is addressed differently, from the services and resources the library provides, to the guidance the advising team gives, to the access to tools, such as computers and textbooks various departments maintain.

Success for an individual student may mean completing an associate’s degree, but for another it may mean mastering Quickbooks so he can monitor payroll at his small business, and yet another may glean what she can from UNM-Taos and go on to pass her contractor’s license successfully.

We hear various versions of success within academia, from the concepts of a student persisting from one semester to the next, to learning the skills to move on to a higher level of Math or English, to completing the coursework to transfer to a higher degree program.

“The prosperous achievement of something attempted,” is one of the definitions of success listed in a print copy of the 1955 Oxford English Dictionary. Searching recently in an online version of the same dictionary, another way to look at success is, “an accomplishment of an aim or purpose.” The word success comes from a 16th century Latin term “successus,” or from the verb “succeedere,” which means “to come after” or “come close after.”

Take a moment this summer to decide what your aim or goal may be, or what it is you may want to attempt, and know that the staff and faculty at YOUR college are here to help you jump through the hoops and climb over the obstacles so each individual success will come sooner than you could have ever expected.

K. Knoth
A8 Rachel Dolezal Case Leaves a Campus Bewildered and Some Scholars Disgusted
  By Stacey Patton

A13 Antioch, a 162-Year-Old ‘Start-Up’ College, Hits a Milestone
  By Lawrence Biemiller

A24 A Professor, a Grad Student, and 2 Careers Derailed
  By Robin Wilson

B6 INTELLECTUAL VIRTUES: What ‘learning how to think’ really means
  By Barry Schwartz

B10 The War on Thugs: How propaganda fuels our prison problem
  By Jason Stanley

B20 How eBay Subsidized My Academic Career
  By Laryssa Wirstiuk

274 THE REST IS SILENCE: The Art of Agnes Martin
  By Anne M. Wagner, Glenn Ligon, Molly Warnock, et al.

290 LIGHT REPAIRS:
  A Roundtable on the Restoration of Mark Rothko’s Harvard Murals
  By Yve-Alain Bois, Harry Cooper, Lynn Hershman Leeson, et al.

300 PORTFOLIO
  By Tony Oursler

308 DOUBLE TAKES: The Art of Joan Jonas
  By Pamela M. Lee

316 NOTES ON VAMP: Joan Jonas’s Organic Honey’s Visual Telepathy
  By Johanna Fateman

324 MATERIAL WORLD: An Interview with Bernhard Siegert
  By Geoffrey Winthrop-Young

342 OPENINGS: Alex da Corte
  By Annie Godfrey Larmon

22 Picture Tokyo
  By Noi Sawaragi and Hideo Furukawa

28 Magazine Work
  By Ivan Vartanian

36 Camera Play
  By Yasufumi Nakamori

42 Takuma Nakahira: At the Limits of the Gaze
  By Franz Prichard

49 Nakahira’s Circulation
  By Matthew S. Witkovsky

86 Issei Suda
  Introduction by Niwa Harumi

94 Mayumi Hosokura:
  Transparency Is the New Mystery

114 Naoya Hatakeyama:
  Yamate-Dori
  Introduction by Andrew Maerkle
24 Learning to Be “Good”: Can kindness be taught? Scientists say yes.  
By Joe Hansen

28 Hearing the Lion’s Story: Racial stress can silence children. Storytelling can awaken their voices.  
By Howard Stevenson

38 National Treasures: Help your students travel through time with primary sources from the Library of Congress.  
By Stephen Wesson

45 A Hand to Hold: What do children need when personal tragedy enters the classroom?  
By Kevin Baxter

47 Shelter From the Storm: Trauma shows many faces. Schools that recognize them can be places of healing.  
By Teri Cettina

50 Avatars and Activists: Digital gaming reaches the next level in social justice education.  
By Maya Lindberg

12 What’s Happening: Events around the state this month, including rodeos in Ruidoso, Fourth of July celebrations, and music festivals galore.  
By Andrew Collins

14 Road Trip: Northern Exposure  
Cimarrón to Red River to Taos - a high-country circuit that covers a lot of bases in a short distance.  
By Andrew Collins

56 Tasting NM: Jessie Oleson Moore, aka CakeSpy, spotlights the coolest summer treats around the state, and provides a couple of sweet recipes of her own.  
By Jessie Oleson Moore

62 Books: A Zuni thriller, Truchas poems, and a biography of the Santa Fe Opera’s founder.  
By Candace Walsh
Fall 2015 Library Hours

Mon - Thurs 8:00 am - 8:00 pm
Fri 8:00 am - 5:00 pm

Computer lab closes 15 minutes early.

UNM Taos Library
1157 County Rd. 110
Ranchos de Taos, NM 87557

Kathleen Knoth - Library Director
Kari Hauge - Assistant Librarian
Linda Lange - Library Information Specialist

Phone: 575-737-6242
Fax: 575-737-6299
unmtlib@unm.edu
taos.unm.edu/library
Twitter: twitter.com/UNM_TaosLibrary
Facebook: facebook.com/UNM.TaosLibrary

New Materials at UNM-Taos Library

THE FANTASTIC INVENTIONS OF NIKOLA TESLA
By Nikola Tesla
TK 140 .T4 A3 2009

ZOYA’S STORY: AN AFGHAN WOMAN’S STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM
By Zoya with John Follain and Rita Cristofari
DS 371.3 .Z69 2002

NEW MEXICO’S SPANISH LIVESTOCK HERITAGE: FOUR CENTURIES OF ANIMALS, LAND, AND PEOPLE
By William W. Dunmire
SF 51 .D86 2014

HALF THE SKY: TURNING OPPRESSION INTO OPPORTUNITY FOR WOMEN WORLDWIDE
By Nicholas D. Kristof & Sheryl WuDunn
HQ 1236.5 .D44 K74 2010

Some Books From Our Fiction Collection

THE BORROWERS by Mary Norton
HARRY POTTER AND THE SORCERER’S STONE by J. K. Rowling
THE SECRET GARDEN by Frances Hodgson Burnett
RUBY GOLDBERG’S BRIGHT IDEA by Anna Humphrey
A WRINKLE IN TIME by Madeleine L’Engle
CHARLOTTE’S WEB by E. B. White
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